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1, Type of Application

This new appficatfon is for a(n)

(check one appUcabie item below)

S Original (nonprovtsionaO

Design

Plant

WARNING: Do not use this tnansmittai ktrs comphtion in tho US, of en in^mstional AppOcathn under 35

U.S.C 371(<^^ antess the htemathnaS AppBcathn is being ^asa dvishnai, continuation or

cortOnua^othin'pan appficOSon,

WARNING: Do not use this trar^smittsi ktr the fiSng of a

NOTE: ifoneofthek0owkfg3i^m$tppfy,thencomphteandattachAD^
mANSMOTAL WH£R£ BENEFTTOfA PRfOS U.S. APRUCAVON CLAiMED and a NOnFfCATION

tN PAR&a-APPUCA7K)N OF m£ nUNG mis CCmiNUATK^ '

DivtsionaL

Continuation,

Continuation-in-part (C-l-P).

2. Benefit of Prior U,&AppIlcation(s) (35 U,S,C. 119(^^^

NOTE A norv3n>v^k)n^ appScatno

nonpwiskxial appBcatkins or copending ini»^

America, order for a nonpm^^^onal appBcaihn to dahn ^ bene^ of a piior fifed copending

nonpmistond appScaUoa or copending intemathn^ appSca&on de^gnatkig the (Med States of

AfnetKa,ea(Apd<Kappeca^tnustrtameasanh¥en^
nonpmviskx2^ appScation mxi iSschse the nanwl mventor^

of the later filed nonpmwksnafi^jpScatkxf^

112L Each poor appScation must also be:

(9 An mtematkxi^ tppBcaSson entitled to a fUing date in accordance with PCT Article 11 and

designa^ the United Stales of Amenca: or

(10 Cotr^slete as set forth in § 1jS1(b): or

(iS) Errmed to a fSing date as set forth in § 1.S3(b) or § 1.53(d) and include the basfc fifing fee set

forth in § 1.16; or

(n^ Entitled to a fSing date as set forth in § 1.53^) and have paid therein the processing and retention

fee set forth in § 1.21(1) witNn the time period set forth in § 1.53^,

37 C.F.R § umcn^
NOTE: If the new appfk:atk)ab&ng transited IS a <^^^

case, or wfieos the parent case is an Intemationaf Application which designated the U.S., or benefit

of a pnor provisional application is dented, then check the following item and complete a/td attach

ADDED PAGES FORNEWAPRUCAVON TRANSMfUAL WHEf^ BENEFTTOF PRIOR U.S. APPUCA-
TION(S) CLAIMED.

WARNING: If an appHcafion daints the benefit of the filing date of an earlier filed application under 35 U.S.C.

720, 121 or365(<4, tfie 20-year term of tftat application will t>e t>ased upon the fUing date of the

earliest U.S. application mat the application makes reference to under35 U.S.C. 720, 121 or365(c).

(35 U.S.C. 154(a)(2) does not take into accotmt, for the detemninadon of the patent term, any

application on which priority is claimed under 35 U.S.C. 119, 365(^ or 365^).) For a CH-p

applhation, applicant should review wfiether any daim in the patent that will issue is supported

by an earlier application and, if not, tf>e appScant shoufd consider canceling the referer}ce to the

eariier filed application. The term ofa patent is not based on a daim-by-daim approach. See Notice

of April 14, 1995, 60 Fed. Reg, 20,195, at 20,205.

(Application Transmittal {4-1]—page 2 of 11)
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WARNING: When the last day ofpendency ofa pmvisional appTtcation fe/fe onaSatufday, Sunday, or f=edenai

holiday witNn the District of Columbia^ any nonprovtshnaS apf^icaiion claiming benefit of the

provishnaf application mast be filed prior to the Saturday, Sunday, or Federal holiday within the

District of Columbia. See 37 C.RR § t78(a)(3).

The new application being transmitted claims the benefit of prior U.S. applica-

tion{s). Enclosed are fiDOED PAGES FOR NEW APPUCATION TRANSMnTTAL
WHERE BENEFfT OF PRIOR U.S. APPLiCAT!ON(S) GUMMED.

3. Papers Enclosed

A- Required for filing date under 37 C.F.R. § 1.53(b) (Regular) or 37 C.F.R. § 1.153

(Design) Application

_Z Pages of specification

^ Pages of claims

3 Sheets of drawing

WARNiNG: DO NOT submit original drawings A high quaHty copy of ttte drawir}gs should be supplied when

^Unga patent application. The drawirigs ttiat ano sut)triitted to the Offtoe rnust be ca stror}g, white,

smooth, and non-shiny paper and meet the standards according to § 1.64. If corrections to the

<^awir}gs are necessary, they should made to ttw original drawirtg and a high-quality copy of

the cooTectod original drawing then sutxrvtted to theOf^oe. Only one copy is required or de&red.

f^corrwtents onproposedthen-new37CfR1M4, see Nodce ofMarch 9, 1986 (1990 O.G.57'€2).

NOTE: ""kienUfying in<£cia, if provided, shoM inckxie ttie appf^^
inverttor's name, dodfet numt>er (rf any), and the name and telephone rtumtyerof a person to calf if

the Office is unable to match the drawings to the properapplication. This information should be placed

on the 6ad<( of each sheet of dra¥ring a minimum distar}ce of 1^ cm. (SfS inch) down from the top

of the page , . ^ 37 OFSL 1J64^)).

(complete the following, if apFJicable)

The enclosed drawing(s) are photograph(s)« and there is also attached a

"PETmON TO ACCEPT PHOTOGRAPH{S) AS DRAWING(S).- 37 CRR. 1 .84(b).

a fonna!

infonmai

B. Other Papers Enclosed

2_ Pages of declaration and power of attorney

]_ Pages of abstract

Other

4. Additional papers enclosed

13 Amendment to claims

O Cancel in this applications claims before

ca!culatir>g the filing fee. (At least one original independent claim must be
retained for filing purposes.)

Q Add the claims shown on the attached amendment (Claims added have

been numbered consecutively following the highest numbered original

claims.)

3 Preliminary Amendment

(3 Information Disclosure Statement (37 C.F.R. 1.98)

a Form PTO-1449 (PTO/SB/08A and 08B)

3 Citations

(Applkxttion Transmittal [4-1}—page 3 of 11)
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Declaration of Biological Deposit

Submission of ^Sequence Usting," computer readable copy and/or amendment

pertaining thereto for biotechnology invention containing nucleotide and/or

amino acid sequence.

Authorization of Attomey(s) to Accept and Follow Instructions from Representa-

tive

Special Comments

Other

6. Declaration or oath ^eluding power of attorney)

NOTE: A newfy executod dedanation Is not requirod in a conlsnuatkyi or drvistonal apptica^ provided that

tt^ pnor nonp(xy\^lshn^ app^caik^ the appihation being f&ed is

by ail or ^wer than aft^ inventors nsmed h the pnor spp^cation, there is no new matter in the

app^cation being €hd, mxi m copy of the executed deciata^

the signal oran Mcaiktntheiwxi that h was ^gned) is sub^ The copy must be accompanied

by a statement requesting deletion of the names ofpefson(^¥i^ano not inve^

being &ed, if the dedaraUon in the f>r9or appHcation was (tied tsnder § 1.47, then a copy of that

deciafationmustbemedaccotrvsaniedbyacopyofthededshngr^^ 1A7statusor,ifanon^gning

person under § 1M subs»quenttyjoined in a pnor apprK:aiion, then a copy of the subsequentiy

executed dedatation must be Ued. See 37 CF.R §§ 1.63(dK1H3).

NOTE: A deciaf^ionnhdU> complete aaappScation must be exeojted, identify the sp^^
isdk9C^identifyeachinventorbyMnan»indu<£ngfan^nameandatieastoneg^

abbteviation together with other gh/en name or ifii^. and^
country or dtizensh^ of each inventor, and state whether the inventor is a sole or joint inventor. 37

CJ'M. § 1.63(aXlH<)-

13 Enclosed

Executed by

(checlc all appdicabfe boxes)

(3 inventor(s),

legal representative of inventor(s),

37 CFR 1.42 or 1.43.

joint inventor or person showing a proprietary

interest on behsM of inventor who refused to sign

or cannot t>e reached.

This is the petition required by 37 CFR 1.47 and the statement

required by 37 CFR 1.47 is also attached. See item 13 below for

fee.

Not Enclosed.

NOTE: Where the fUing is a completion in the US. of an Intemationaf Appiicatjon or where the completion of

the U.S. application contains sabfject matter in addition to the International Application, the application

may 6e treated as a contirujation or continuation-in-paft, as the case rr^ay be, utilizing ADDED PAGE
FOR NEW APPUCATiON TRANSMOTAL WHERE BENEFfT OF PRIOR U.S. APPLiCAVON CLAIMED,

Application is made by a person authorized under 37 C.F.R. 1 .41 (c) on behalf

of a// the above named inventor(s).

(The declaration or oath, along with the surcharge required by 37 CFR 1.16(e)

can be filed subsequently).

Showing that the filing is authorized.

(not required unless called into question. 37 CFR 1.41(d))

(Appiication Transmittal t^^l]—page 4 of 11)
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6. Inventorship Statement

WARNtNG: H the named inventofs a/^ each not tt^e inventofs of alt the daims an explanation, inducting the

ownership of the various daims at the time the fast daimed invention was made, shouid be

submitted.

The inventorship for all the claims in this application are:

The sanrje.

or

Not the same. An explanation, including the ownership of the various claims at

the time the last daimed invention was made.

is submitted-

will be submitted.

7. Language

NOTE: An apptication induding a signed oath or dedaration may 6e ^ed in a language other than Engiish.

An English tran^aOon of the non-English language application and the processtftg fee of $130.00

required by 37 CFR 1J7Q^ is required to be filed with the appTtcation, or within sudi time as may be

set by the Office. 37 CFB 1.52(d}.

English

Non-English

The attached translation includes a statement that the translation is accu-

rate. 37 C,F,a 1,52(d).

8. Assignment
^ . ^ ^ • * Nokia Mobile Phones Ltd

An assignment of the invention to « —

Q Is attached, A separate -COVER SHEET FOR ASSIGNMENT (DOCU-

MENT) ACCOMPANYING NEW PATENT APPUCATION" or Q FORM PTO

1595 Is also attadied.

will follow.

NOTE: "If an assignment is submitted with a new appTtcation, send two separate letters-one for the application

and one k>r the assignment" Notice of May 4, 1990 (1114 O.G. 77-78).

WARNING: A newlyexecuted ^CERTIFICATE UNDER 37CFR 3.73^)"must be filed when a continuation-in-part

application is filed by an assignee. Notice of April 30, 1993, 1150 O.G. 62-64.

(Apptication TfansmcttaJ I4-1][—page 5 erf 11)
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9, Certified Copy

Certified copy<ies) of application(s)

1 'rJMaXXZfV ,
y September 10, 1<

Country Appin, No. Rled

Country Appia No. Filed

Country Appln, No. Filed

from which priority is claimed

is (are) attached.

0 will foflow.

NOVE: The fonotgn appOcation k>mvng the basis for the dastn foe priority must be referred to in the oath or

dedam^ 37 CFR 1.55(3} and 1,63.

NOTE: This kom is for any foreign pnofity for wtUch the appftcatkxi being fihd rMrecHy reiates, if any parent

CCSL application or Intemationai AppOcation from ^A/hich this application claims t>enefit under 35 U.S.C
120 is itself entitled to pnority from a prior foreign appGcation, then complete item 18 on the ADDED
PAGES FOR NEW APPUCATION TRANSMfTTAL WHERE BENEFTTOF PRIOR U.S. APPUCATTONCS)
CLAIMED,

10. Fee Calcufation {37 aF.R. 1.16)

A. t3 Regular application

CLAIMS AS FILED

Number filed Number Extra Rate Basic Fee

37 CRR. 1.16(a)

$'690.00

Total 0

Qaims (37 CFR 1.16(c)) - 20 = X $ 18. 00

Independent 2

Claims (37 CFR 1.16(b)) -
0

3 - X $ 78, 00

Multiple dependent claim(s),

if any (37 CFR 1.16(d)) + $260. 00

AmerKiment cancelling extra claims is er>closed.

S Amendment deleting multiple-dependencies is enclosed.

Fee for extra claims is not being paid at this time.

NOTE: Ifthe fees forextra claims are not paid on filing theymust bepaid or the claims cancelfedby amendment,
prior to the expiration of </?e time period set for response by the Patent and Trademark Office in any
notice of fee deficiency. 37 CFEi 1,16(d),

Filing Fee Calculation $ 690.00

B, Design application

$310.00"^^ CFR 1.16(f))

Filing Fee Calculation $

C, Plant application

$480.00 -37 CFR 1.16(g))

Filing fee calculation $

(Application Transmittai (4-1]—page 6 of 11)
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11. Small Entity Statement{s)

Statement(s) that this is a filing by a small entity under 37 CFR 1 .9 and 1 ,27

is (are) attached.

WAf^NtNG: 'Status as a sma// entity mast be specfficaffy estabiished in each appiication or patent in which

the status is avmlabh and desired. Status as a small enthy in one application or f>atent does not

affect any other application or patent, including applications or patents which are directly or

indireciiydependerTti^xxt the ^ypGcation or patent in wh^ The

iefaing ofan appGcation under§ 1,53 as a continuation, <£vision, orcontinuation^part (tncSuding

a contffHjed pmsecudon applicaUon under§ 1^(^),orthe^ngofareissueappSca^reqcKres

a new detenrvnation as to continued enHthn}ent to smaHen^ status for the continuing or reissue

application, A nonprovisional application claiming benefit under 35 U.S,C, 1 19(el 120, 121, or

365{c} of a prior appiicstion, or a reissue application may rely on a statement filed in the prior

application or in the patent if f/>e nonprovisional application or the reissue application includes a

reference to the statement in the prior application or in the patent or includes a copy of the

statement in the prior af^ication or in the patent and status as a smaH entity is still pn^>erand

desired. The payment ofthe small entity basic statutory ffling fee will be treated as such a refererKe

for purposes of this sectton." 37 C,F,R. § 1.28(3^1

(complete the following, if applicable)

Status as a small entity was claimed in prior application

/ . filed on , from which benefit

is being claimed for this application under

35 U.S.C. 119(e).

120,

121.

365(c),

and which status as a sm^l entity is still proper and desired,

A copy of the statement in the prior application is included.

Rling Fee Calculation (50% of A, B or C above)

$

NOTE: Any excess ofthefuHfee paid will be refunded ifsmall entitiy status is estabiished and a refund request

are filed within 2 nH>nths of tfre date of timely payment of a full fee. The two-month period is not

extendable under § 1,136, 37 CFB 1.2S(a),

12, Request for Intemational-Type Search (37 C.F.R, 1,1 04(d))

(cofxiplete, if apf^icable)

Please prepare an intemational-type search report for this appiication at the time

when national examination on the merits takes place.

(Application Transmittal [4-1]—page 7 of 11)
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13, Fee Payment Being Made at This Time

Not Enclosed

No filing fee is to be paid at this time.

(TNs and the surcharge required by 37 C.F.R 1,16(e) can be paid subse-

quently.)

£X Enclosed

a. Rling fee $ 690.00

Recording assignment

($40.00; 37 C.F.R, 1.21(h))

(See attached "COVER SHEET FOR
ASSIGNMENT A(XX>MPANYING NEW
APPLICATION".) $ 40.00

Petition fee for filing by other than all the

inventors or person on t>^ia{f of the inventor

where inventor reftjsed to sign or cannot be
reached

($130.00; 37 C.F.R. 1.47 and 1.17(0) $

For processing an application with a

specificafiai in

a non-English language

($130.00; 37 C.F,R. 1,52(d) and 1.1 7(k)) $

Processing and retention fee

($130,00; 37 CRR 1.53(d) and 1,21(1)) $

O Fee for intemational-type search report

($40,00; 37 C,F.R. 1.21(e)) $

NOTE: 37CfH1JZ1iSestabSshesafeeforpfOoessk}gandietaaf^^

to cooiphto the Bpp6c6i6kx% pursuant to 37 1^53

and h78(ei(1X Mcate that in order to obtmn the bene^ of a prior U.S. appfica^, either the basic

filing fee must be paid^ or the processing and retention fee of§ 1.210 mast be paid, within 1 year from

notifica^oo tinier § 53(i).

Total fees enclosed ^ 730.00

14- Method of Payment of Fees

a Check in the amount of ^ 730.00

Charge Account No. in the amount of

$

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

NOTE: Fees shoufd t>e itemized in such a manner that it is dear for which purpose the fees are paid, 37 CFR

(Application Transmittal [4-1}—f)age B of 11)
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15- Authorization to Charge Additional Fees

WARNING: tf no fees are to be patd on Uttng, the fottowing items shoufd net be compfeted.

WARMNG: Accuratefy count daims, espectalty nruMple dependent daims, to avoid unexpected high charges,

if extra daim charges are authonied

3 The Commtssioner is hereby authorized to charge the following additional fees

by tfiis paper and during the entire pendency of this application to Account No.

0 37 C.F.R. 1.16(a). (f) or (g) (filing fees)

37 C.Ra 1.16(b), (c) and (d) ftjresentation of extra claims)

NOTE: Because addiUonai fees forexcess ormMpie dependentdaims notpaidon filing oron iaterpresentation

nyjst only be paid or tfjese daims canodied tjy amendment prior to the expiration of the time period
set for response by the PTO in any notice of fee deficiency (37 Cf=R 1,16(cOh it might be best not to

authorize the PTO to d^arge additional daim fees, except possitify when dealing with amendments after

ftnal action.

37 C.F,a 1 .16(e) (surcharge for filing the t>asic filing fee and/or declaration

on a date later than the filing date of the application)

37 CF.a §§ 1J7(aX1H5) (extension fees pursuant to § 1.136(a)),

37 C,F.R. 1.17 (application proces^ng fees)

NOTE: \ , ^writtenrer^jestmaybesubfTvttedmanappiicatkxilfiatisanat^
orkitumrspty, requiring a pe^tkxi foran extension oftimeunder ttusparagraph for its timelysubmission,

as incorporaUng a petition forextension of time for the appropriate length of tinw. An authorization to

charge^ rec^Mred fees, fees under § 1.17, or aff required extension of time fees wiUtie treated as a
constnKtive petition for an extension of tinw in any concunnnt or hiture for

an extension of time under this paragraph for its timely sUxnission. Sutxnission of the iee set forth in

§ 1J7(a) wSidso be treated as a constnKti\^ petition foren extension of time h any concuf^^
reqMngapetition for an ei^ension of time under ttuspaiagraph^
§ 1.136m}-

37 CF.R, 1.18 Qssue fee at or t>efore mailing of Notice of Allowance,
pur^iant to 37 CF.fL 1.3110^))

NOTE: W>ere an auti}orization to dtafge the issue fee to a deposit account fias been fifed t^efore the m&ting
ofa tiotice ofAllowance, the issue fee be automatically charged to the deposit account at the time
of maiGng the notice of allowance. 37 CFR 1,311(b).

NOTE: 37 CFB 1,28(b) requires '"Notification of any change in status resuftir}g in loss of entitlement to smali
entity status must be filed in tfie application . , . prior to paying, or at the time ofpaying, . . , the issue
fee, , . r From the wording of37 CfT^ 1,2Sfi}), notification of diange of status must be mad^
if the fee is paid as "other than a smali entity' and (b) no notification is required if the change is to

another smaH entity.

(Application Tfansmrttal {4-1}—page 9 of 11)
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16. Instructions as to Overpayment

NOTE: \ . . Amounts of twenty-Sve dofi^rs or fess ¥^ not be mtumed unless specificaJly wqaested within

3 mssonabhdme, nor the payer t>e notified ofSUCHan^^
tte n^tumed by check or, if requested, tyycrecftto a deposit account' 37 CFH § l^a).

Ci Credit Account No 23-0442

Refund

Reg, No. 27,550

Tel. No. (203 ) 261-1234

Customer No. 004955

CCTITtONER

Fressola

{type or print name of attorney^

WARE, FRESSOLA, VAN DER SLUYS & ADOLPHSON LLP
755 Main Street, Building Five

P.O. AcWress

PO Box 224

Monroe, CT 06468

(Application Transmittai {4-1]—page 10 of 11)
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0 inooqporation by reference of added pages

(check the foliowing item if the appiication in this transmittai daims the t^enefit of
prior U.S. appIication(s) (including an international appfication entering the U.S,
stage as a continuation, divisional or C-/-P application) and complete and attach
the ADDED PAGES FORNEWAPPUCATION TRANSf^lJTAL WHERE BENEFITOF
PRIOR as, APPUCATIONfS) CLAIMED)

Plus Added Pages for New /^plication Transmittal Where Benefit of Prior U.S.
AppttcatiorKs) Oaumed

Nambec of pages added

{§ Pius Added Pages for Papers Referred to in Item 4 Above

Number of pages added 9 plus cited ref.

Plus added pages deleting names of inventOf<s) named in prior appiication(s)

who is/are no longer inventor(s) of the subject matter claimed in this application.

Number of pages added

Plus -Assignment Cover Letter Accompanying New Applicatjon"

Number of pages added 3

Statement Where No Further Pages Added

fif no further pages form a part of this Transmittal, then end this Transmittal with
this page and check the following item)

This transmittal ends with tfiis page.

(Application Transmfttai [4-1]—page 11 of 11)



Group Art Unit

Examiner:

PATENT
915.373

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In the matter of: Pietruszka

Serial No:

Filed: Herewith

For: An Arrangement for Using a Number of

Modifiable Settings

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Sir:

Please preliminarily amend the above-referenced U.S. patent as follows:

In the Specification:

On page 1, line 4, please delete "1. Field of the Invention" and substitute a new

heading as follows: --Technical Field—.

On page 1, line 8, please delete "2. Description of the related art" and substimte a

new heading as follows: -Background of the Invention-.

On page 1, line 9, please delete "according to the characterizing clause" and

substitute therefor -with a number of modifiable settings, at least some of which are stored

as individual values in a memory and are available as preset values to a user,-.

On page 1, prior to line 25, please insert a new heading as follows: -Summary of

the Invention—.

EXPRESS MAIL NO. EL628637292US
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On page 2, line 1, please delete "Summary of the invention".

On page 2, line 2, please delete "with the features of claim 1 or claim 2.

Advantageous further developments can be found in claims 3 to 7" and substitute therefor

-an arrangement with a number of modifiable settings, at least some of which are stored as

5 individual values in a memory and are available as preset values to a user, characterized in

that a telephone keyboard is provided, that at least a part of the memory range is such that it

is used exclusively for recording and storing telephone numbers and which is addressable via

the keyboard, that at least some of the individual values are stored as telephone numbers in

the memory areas. It is also achieved by an arrangement with a number of modifiable

1^0 settings, characterized m that a telephone keyboard and a memory are provided, that at least

C3 a part of the memory range is such that it is used exclusively to record and store telephone

numbers and is addressable via the keyboard, that individual values which correspond to

determined presettings for the arrangement are stored as telephone numbers in the memory

1^, areas--.

i:zl5 On page 2, lines 4-5, please delete "according to claim 1 or claim 2".

On page 2, line 12, please delete "his" and substitute therefor --the user's-.

On page 2, line 16, please delete "his" and substitute therefor -his/her-.

On page 3, luie 4, please delete "accorduig to claim 3 is provided, which

differentiates" and substitute therefor -is provided, it can differentiate—.

20 On page 3, line 6, please delete "it ensures" and substitute therefor -thereby

ensuring-.

2
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On page 3, line 10, please delete "According to claim 4 this can be realized if the"

and substitute therefor —The—.

On page 3, please delete "is" and substitute therefor -can be-.

On page 3, line 14, please delete "according to claim 5".

On page 3, line 19, please delete the second occurrence of "of the'\

On page 3, line 19, please delete "drawings" and substitute therefor -Drawings--.

On page 3, line 20, please delete "where:".

On page 3, line 21, after "invention", please insert —showing various information

that can be shown on the display under designations A through G—

.

On page 3, line 24, please delete "Detailed description of the invention" and

substitute a new heading as follows:

-Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention—.

On page 4, lines 1-2, please delete "(not illustrated)" and substitute therefor

-(100) (shown in phantom)-.

On page 4, luie 3, please delete "(not illustrated)".

On page 4, luie 7, please delete "he" and substitute therefor -he/she-.

On page 4, line 8, please delete "he" and substitute therefor —he/she—.

On page 4, Ime 11, after "(15)", please insert -(shown in phantom)-.

On page 4, line 12, after "number", please insert —,—

.

On page 4, line 16, please delete "he" and substitute therefor —he/she—.

On page 5, line 1, please delete "he" and substitute therefor -he/she—.
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On page 5, line 6, after "under", please insert -designation-.

On page 5, line 9, please delete "Fig." and substitute therefor -see designation-.

On page 5, line 12, please delete "Fig." and substitute therefor -designation-.

On page 5, line 13, please delete "Fig." and substitute therefor —designation—,

5 On page 5, line 15, please delete "none are" and substitute therefor —not—.

On page 5, line 20, please delete "13 sic" and substitute therefor —14—,

On page 6, line 27, please delete "not illustrated" and substitute therefor -see

memory (100)—.

On page 7, line 6, after "conclusion", please insert

140 On page 7, line 8, please delete "should be" and substitute therefor -have been-.

In the Claims:

J;
J 1 3. (Amended) An arrangement as claimed ua claim [1 or claim] 2, characterized

j;^ 2 in that a unit is provided which differentiates between stored telephone numbers and stored

p 3 individual values, and brings up the respective settings after individual values have been

4 determined.

1 6. (Amended) An arrangement as claimed in [one of clahns 1 to] claim 5,

2 characterized in that when the arrangement containing the stored individual values is

3 connected to another arrangement, the stored individual values are transferred to the other

4 arrangement to bring about the individual settings connected with the latter.
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1 7. (Amended) An arrangement as claimed in [one of claims 1 to] claim 6,

2 characterized in that the arrangement which contains stored individual values that are

3 intended for other arrangements, is an arrangement for mobile communications.

Please add the following new claims:

1 8. An arrangement as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that a unit is provided

2 which differentiates between stored telephone numbers and stored individual values, and

3 brings up the respective settings after individual values have been determined.

1 9. An arrangement as claimed in claim 8, characterized in that the unit is an

2 evaluation device which ascertains the difference by means of reserved concepts.

1 10. An arrangement as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that when the

2 arrangement containing the stored individual values is connected to another arrangement, the

stored individual values are transferred to the other arrangement to bring about the individual

settings connected with the latter.

1 11. An arrangement as claimed in claim 10, characterized in that the arrangement

2 which contains stored individual values that are intended for other arrangements, is an

3 arrangement for mobile communications.

1 12. An arrangement as claimed in claim 2, characterized in that when the

2 arrangement containing the stored individual values is connected to another arrangement, the

5
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stored individual values are transferred to the other arrangement to bring about the individual

settings connected with the latter.

13. An arrangement as claimed in claim 12, characterized in that the arrangement

1 which contains stored individual values that are uitended for other arrangements, is an

2 arrangement for mobile communications.

In the Abstract:

On page 10, after "Abstract", please uisert -of the Disclosure--.

Remarks

This prelkninary amendment is filed for the purpose of placing the application into

standard U.S. format. Consideration and allowance of the claims is earnestly solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

Date:

Alfred^ Fr^sMa,^e^ N^ 27,550

\\^^Fressola, Van Der Sluys

^ & Adolphson LLP
Bradford Green, Building Five

755 Main Street, PO Box 224

Monroe, CT 06468
^

(203) 261-1234



Description

An arrangement for using a number of modifiable settings

Background ofthe invention

1. Field of the invention

5 The invention concerns arrangements whereby a number of modifiable settings

can be made, where at least some ofthese settings are stored as individual values in a

memory and as such are or become available to a user as preset values.

2. Description ofthe related art

Arrangements according to the characterizing clause are well known in the state

10 ofthe art. Thus it is usual in television technology that when a user generates individual

settings which deviate for example from factory settings, they are stored upon request as

individual settings or individual values, and are made available to the user during a

subsequent use ofthe arrangement. This principle is also used in automobile

technology, where for example the seat, steering wheel and/or mirror settings are stored

1 5 in accordance with the driver's specifications. If another driver takes over and

individual values were previously stored for this driver, the new driver can retrieve the

individual values assigned to a person from the memory, whereby the settings

corresponding to the individual values can be carried out by corresponding servomotors.

As can easily be seen, corresponding memories are required to store the individual

20 values. Furthermore corresponding actuating devices are required to set the individual

values. Since when the respective devices are being produced it is often not clear in

what connection the device will be used, or with what other devices the respective

arrangement will operate, each one of these arrangements is equipped with a memory

and a corresponding actuator, which makes the cost per arrangement relatively high.

25 It is therefore the object ofthe invention to propose arrangements that reduce the

cost when at least two not necessarily equally constructed arrangements are used.
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Summary of the invention

This object is achieved with the features of claim 1 or claim 2. Advantageous

further developments can be found in claims 3 to 7.

The effort of storing individual values is simplified significantly if according to

5 claim 1 or claim 2 the memory of a telephone that is addressable from a telephone

keyboard and can store telephone numbers is used, and the respective individual values

are stored there as telephone numbers. In that case it is particularly advantageous to use

the memory areas of a mobile telephone which are designated for storing telephone

numbers. Mobile telephones on the one hand have available a nearly unlimited number

10 ofmemory areas. In addition the storage of individual values in the memory areas of a

mobile telephone is practical because such devices are always carried along by the user

and therefore ensure that other arrangements can adapt to his special requirements as

soon as the individual values stored in memory areas of the "telephone register" become

available to them. In a typical motor vehicle situation this can mean that after driver A

1 5 has left the vehicle and driver B wants to use the vehicle, the optimum seat positions

adjusted for driver B or his radio programs as well are provided when the mobile

telephone is connected to the vehicle through an on-board interface. Since the mobile

telephone as a rule has its own keyboard and a display screen, the setting of the

respective individual values of the different arrangements can be carried out at least

20 partially with the mobile telephone. The latter is especially advantageous in motor

vehicles because activation devices, which are otherwise needed to activate these

arrangements or to release the stored individual settings, become fully or at least

partially unnecessary.

It should be pointed out here that using the memory areas which are otherwise

25 used to store only telephone numbers makes it unnecessary to modify the telephone. In

particular, every telephone containing a call number memory can be used in connection

with the invention. This does not mean however that the invention is limited to

telephones that are provided with a call number memory. Ifthe telephones being used

2



also have a memory area for storing individual setting values in addition to the call

number memory area, the user guidance for storing individual values is considerably

improved since in that case a menu for storing individual values can be provided.

If a unit according to claim 3 is provided, which differentiates between stored

5 telephone numbers and individual values and provides the respective settings after

determining the individual values, it ensures that when the arrangement equipped with

the "telephone register" is connected to a corresponding interface which establishes the

connection to the other arrangements, the respective settings can be brought about very

quickly.

10 According to claim 4 this can be realized if the unit is an evaluation circuit which

differentiates between a typical telephone number and numbers representing individual

values for predetermined settings, from among the volume of numbers stored in the

different memory areas.

A rapid individual setting is also provided if according to claim 5 determined

15 storage places in the memory or in the "telephone register" are reserved for individual

values, because in that case it is not necessary to search the entire "telephone register"

but only a few memory areas, once the arrangement with the "telephone register" is

connected by an interface to one or several arrangements.

Brief description of the of the drawings

20 where:

Fig. 1 is an embodiment according to the invention;

Fig. 2 is a fiirther embodiment according to Fig. 1; and

Fig. 3 is another embodiment according to the invention.

Detailed description of the invention

25 The invention will now be explained in greater detail by means of the figures.

Fig. 1 shows an arrangement (10) in the form of a car radio, which contains a number



ofmeans (1 1) for establishing settings. The arrangement (10) also has a memory (not

illustrated) wherein determined settings that were established by a user can be stored as

individual values. If a user has stored individual values in the (not illustrated) memory,

the pre-established settings which correspond to the individual values are always

5 available to a user when he activates the arrangement. This means for example that

when the arrangement (10) is activated, the radio station SWR 3 is sought as a preset

value and is made available. If the user has also preset a volume limit, he cannot raise

the volume above the preset level even ifhe activates the corresponding means 11.1.

Fig. 1 also shows a mobile telephone (12) which essentially comprises a

10 keyboard (13), a display screen (14) and a memory (15) for storing telephone numbers.

The memory (15) of this commercial mobile telephone (12) can receive a number of

telephone directory entries, in which for example in addition to the actual call number

the name of the person linked to this call number can also be stored. For example if

the user has stored the call number 123456789 in the memory (15) under the name of

15 Otto Meier, in order to establish a call and depending on the configuration of the mobile

telephone (12) or its settings, he can have the stored call number, the name linked to the

call number or both displayed on the screen (14). To clarify the alternative way of

illustrating the mobile telephone (12) in Fig, 1, the screen A is in the name display mode

and screen B is in the call number display mode,

20 It can furthermore be seen in Fig, 1 that the mobile telephone (12) is connected

by an interface (16) to the arrangement (10). The following steps are necessary if a user

wants to ensure for example by manual settings of the arrangement (10) that the volume

can never be raised above 50% of the maximum volume: in the same way as when a

combination of a call number and name is stored, depending on the configuration of the

25 mobile telephone (12) either the call number is entered first and then the name, or vice

versa, where however a concept that characterizes the respective fixnction must be

entered as the name. Since the "volume max" concept of the embodiment shown in Fig.

1 is to be characteristic for the desired volume limit, if the user actually wishes to
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establish a 50% limit of the maximum volimie he must for example enter the number 50

from the keyboard (13) as the "call number" under the "volume max" name. Ifthe

screen (14) of the mobile telephone (12) in Fig. 1 can only display the name or the call

number, and the user has proceeded as described above, in the name display mode the

5 screen (14) shows what is designated by C in Fig. 1, while in the call number display

mode the number sequence "50" appears on the screen (14) under D in Fig. 1.

In the same way the user could also establish sound settings by entering the

appropriate value with the keyboard (13) of the mobile telephone (12) under the word

'bass' (Fig. E).

10 It is also possible for example to store a frequency for a radio transmitter in the

memory (15) of the mobile telephone (12) under the word frequency FM. This is made

clear in Fig. F.

In another embodiment the concept "Tele volume" (Fig. G) can have the function

that, with an existing intercom station and reproduction of the telephone sound via the

15 loudspeakers (none are illustrated) which are connected to the arrangement (10), when a

telephone conversation takes place and the manually adjusted loudness is below the

value that was entered from the keyboard (13), it increases the audibility of the loudness

to a previously entered value.

Fig. 2 shows another application of the invention. There the word "Tracking

20 time" can be seen on the screen (13 sic). If a user has entered a period of about 45

minutes with the keyboard (13), it lets the mobile telephone (12) remain call-ready 45

minutes after the radio and/or the motor vehicle is tumed off. This availability of the

mobile telephone (12) allows the mobile telephone (12) to remain usable even during a

short-term travel interruption. The fact that the mobile telephone (12) remains active

25 during the recorded tracking time does not significantly increase the theft risk, since the

settable tracking time is relatively short.
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The embodiment in Fig. 3 differs from the previous examples in that the mobile

telephone 12.1 is connected to the electrically adjustable driver seat (20) of a motor

vehicle (not illustrated) by the interface (16). The shown position of the driver seat (20)

is entered for example with the nvimber sequence 182783464 in the memory (15) ofthe

5 mobile telephone (12. 1) under the "seat adjustment" concept. If the number sequence

374745 for example was also recorded in the mobile telephone (12.2) under the "seat

adjustment" concept and the mobile telephone (12.2) is cormected to the interface (16),

this setting causes the previous setting of the driver seat (20) (shown by solid lines in

Fig. 3) to be changed in accordance with the number sequence 374745 stored in the

10 mobile telephone (12.2). These changes of advancing the seat surface (21) and

increasing the angle of the seat back (22) are shown by broken lines in Fig, 3. Although

it is possible to input a number sequence which changes the respective seat setting

imder the "seat adjustment" concept, it must be viewed as impractical due to the lengthy

number sequence that must be entered for the complex seat position. This problem

15 could however be eased by entering separate settings for the "seat height", "tilt angle"

etc. concept. But it is significantly more advantageous if the entire seat setting made by

the driver is recorded as a number sequence by the vehicle and is made available as such

under the "seat adjustment" concept to the mobile telephone (12) which is respectively

connected to the interface (16), and is stored there.

20 For reasons of completeness it should be pointed out that the transfer ofnumber

sequences to the respective mobile telephone (12) or its memory (15) is not limited to

the preceding seat adjustment. The transfer can also be used with settings established

according to Fig. 1 in the arrangement. In both cases it is only important that when

number sequences are transferred to the respective mobile telephone (12), the reserved

25 concepts "volume max", "bass", "seat adjustment" are connected to the respective

number sequences.

If the arrangement (10) itself has a memory (not illustrated) in which determined

preset values are stored, these preset values can be transferred to the mobile telephone
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(12) in the manner described above as soon as the mobile telephone (12) is connected to

the interface (16). For purposes of clarification it should be pointed out that a memory

for preset values in the arrangement (10) itself is not required. Nor does the

arrangement (10) require any manual input means (11), since the entire input can be

5 provided from the keyboard (13) of the mobile telephone (12).

In conclusion the procedures that take place for example when the mobile

telephone (12) or a motor vehicle is connected with an interface (16) according to Fig. 1

should be explained. To bring about the settings stored in the memory (15) of the

mobile telephone (12), the respective concepts "volume max", "seat adjustment" etc. are

10 transferred with the corresponding number sequences to the unit (23) via the interface

(16). Since the respective concepts are reserved concepts, only the number sequences

stored for that purpose are evaluated, and according to the respective evaluation and/or

conversion they are transferred to the arrangement (10) in Fig. 1, or to the (not

illustrated) servomotors in Fig. 3. to establish the corresponding settings.
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Claims

1 . An arrangement with a number ofmodifiable settings, at least some ofwhich are

stored as individual values in a memory and are available as preset values to a user,

characterized in that a telephone keyboard is provided, that at least a part of the memory

5 range is such that it is used exclusively for recording and storing telephone numbers and

which is addressable via the keyboard, that at least some ofthe individual values are

stored as telephone numbers in the memory areas.

2. An arrangement with a number of modifiable settings, characterized in that a

telephone keyboard and a memory are provided, that at least a part of the memory range

10 is such that it is used exclusively to record and store telephone numbers and is

addressable via the keyboard, that individual values which correspond to determined

pre-settings for the arrangement are stored as telephone numbers in the memory areas.

3. An arrangement as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2, characterized in that a unit is

provided which differentiates between stored telephone numbers and stored individual

15 values, and brings up the respective settings after individual values have been

determined.

4. An arrangement as claimed in claim 3, characterized in that the unit is an

evaluation device which ascertains the difference by means of reserved concepts.

5. An arrangement as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that determined areas of

20 the memory are reserved for individual values.

6. An arrangement as claimed in one of claims 1 to 5, characterized in that when the

arrangement containing the stored individual values is connected to another

arrangement, the stored individual values are transferred to the other arrangement to

bring about the individual settings connected with the latter.

8



7. An arrangement as claimed in one of claims 1 to 6, characterized in that the

arrangement which contains stored individual values that are intended for other

arrangements, is an arrangement for mobile communications.
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Abstract

The invention concerns arrangements whereby a number of modifiable settings

can be used, where at least some of these settings are stored as individual values in a

memory and are or become available to a user as preset values. To that end it is

proposed to store the individual values in an arrangement for mobile communications

and make them available to the respective arrangement when both arrangements are

connected. A modification ofthe arrangement for mobile communication is not

required if the individual values are stored as telephone numbers.
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